We study a distributed decision-making problem in which multiple agents face the same multi-armed bandit (MAB), and each agent makes sequential choices among arms to maximize its own individual reward. The agents cooperate by sharing their estimates over a fixed communication graph. We consider an unconstrained reward model in which two or more agents can choose the same arm and collect independent rewards. And we consider a constrained reward model in which agents that choose the same arm at the same time receive no reward. We design a dynamic, consensus-based, distributed estimation algorithm for cooperative estimation of mean rewards at each arm. We leverage the estimates from this algorithm to develop two distributed algorithms: coop-UCB2 and coop-UCB2-selective-learning, for the unconstrained and constrained reward models, respectively. We show that both algorithms achieve group performance close to the performance of a centralized fusion center. Further, we investigate the influence of the communication graph structure on performance. We propose a novel graph explore-exploit index that predicts the relative performance of groups in terms of the communication graph, and we propose a novel nodal explore-exploit centrality index that predicts the relative performance of agents in terms of the agent locations in the communication graph.
Introduction
Many engineered and natural systems are faced with the challenge of decision making under uncertainty, in which an agent must make decisions among alternatives while still learning about those options. Decision making under uncertainty inherently features the explore-exploit tradeoff, where one must decide between selecting options with a high expected payoff (exploitation) and selecting options with less well-known but potentially better payoff (exploration). Often systems feature multiple networked decision makers, where performance of the system may require cooperative decision making, in which disparate and distributed elements of a group act collaboratively.
The explore-exploit tradeoff can be formally investigated within the context of the multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem. In a stochastic MAB problem, an agent is presented with a set of arms (options), and each arm is represented by a stochastic reward with a mean that is unknown to the agent. An agent's goal is to select arms sequentially in order to maximize its own cumulative expected reward over time. Good performance in the MAB problem requires an agent to balance learning the mean reward of each arm (exploration) with choosing the arm with the highest estimated mean (exploitation).
The explore-exploit tradeoff has been widely investigated using the MAB problem across a variety of scientific fields and $ This research has been supported in part by ONR grants N00014-14-1-0635, N00014-19-1-2556, ARO grants W911NF-14-1-0431, W911NF-18-1-0325 and by the Department of Defense (DoD) through the National Defense Science & Engineering Graduate Fellowship (NDSEG) Program. has found diverse application in control and robotics [1, 2] , ecology [3, 4] , and communications [5] . The MAB problem, and particularly the classical single-agent variant, has been studied extensively (see [6] for a survey). In [7] , Lai and Robbins established a limit on the expected performance of any optimal policy in a frequentist setting by proving a lower bound on the number of times an agent selects a sub-optimal arm.
To date most research on the MAB problem has focused on single-agent policies, but the rising importance of networked systems and large-scale information networks have motivated the investigation of the MAB problem with multiple agents. In this paper, we study two variants of the multi-agent MAB problem, in which each agent makes choices to maximize its own individual reward but cooperates by communicating its estimates across a network. The first variant assumes an unconstrained reward model, in which agents are not penalized if they choose the same arm at the same time. The second variant assumes a constrained reward, in which agents that choose the same arm at the same time receive a reduced reward.
When a centralized fusion center that has access to all the information available to every agent decides which arms will be sampled by the agents, the agents are inherently coordinated and no two agents ever sample the same arm at the same time. In this setting, the above two variants become almost the same. Anantharam et al. [8] extended the classical single-agent MAB problem to the setting of such a fusion center and derived a fundamental lower bound on the performance of the fusion center. In this paper, we design distributed algorithms that yield group performance close to that of a centralized fusion center.
Kolla et al. [9] and Landgren et al. [10] studied the multi-agent MAB problem under the unconstrained reward model. In their setup, each agent can share its actions and the associated rewards at each time with its neighbors in the communication graph. In this setting, group performance improves when each agent acts individually. However, group performance might not be close to the performance of a centralized fusion center, especially for large sparse networks. Madhushani and Leonard [11, 12] have extended this setting to examine dynamic interactions among agents governed by a heterogeneous stochastic process and to design strategies that minimize sampling regret as well as communication costs. Several researchers [5, 13, 14, 15, 16] have studied the distributed multi-agent MAB problem under the constrained reward model. In these works, agents seek to converge on the set of best arms, but they do not explicitly communicate with one another. In [14, 15] , agents are ranked and they target the best arm associated with their rank. Anandkumar et al. [5] also studied distributed policies for agents to learn their ranks while solving the multi-agent MAB problem. Bistritz and Leshem [17] studied the distributed multi-agent MAB problem under no communication among agents. Assuming no a priori ranking of agents, they developed a game-of-thrones algorithm, inspired by [18] , to enable coordination among agents.
Shahrampour et al. [19] studied a variant of the multi-agent MAB problem in which the reward associated with each arm may be different for every agent. The best arm is defined as the arm with the maximum average mean reward over all agents. Unlike in other multi-agent MAB setups, in which each agent makes a decision at each time, they consider a single group decision obtained using a majority rule on individual decisions.
In early versions [20, 21] of the present work, we studied distributed cooperative decision making in the multi-agent MAB problem with the unconstrained reward model. In comparison, this paper considers a broader class of reward distributions and studies both the unconstrained and constrained reward models. We present new detailed proofs that improve on the preliminary versions. We also present a much broader exploration of the influence of communication graph structure on individual and group decision-making performance.
Martínez-Rubio et al. [22] extended our preliminary versions [20, 21] in the context of the unconstrained reward model. Their work is complementary to the approach discussed here. A key difference between their algorithm and the algorithm discussed in this paper, is that our algorithm requires only the knowledge of total number of players to tune the decisionmaking heuristic, while their algorithm requires the knowledge of the spectral gap of the communication graph. They do not investigate the influence of the network graph on performance.
In this paper, we study distributed cooperative decision making in the multi-agent MAB problem under both unconstrained and constrained reward models. We use a set of running consensus algorithms for cooperative estimation of the mean reward at each arm over an undirected graph and develop algorithms for individual decision making based on these estimates for both reward models. We also derive measures of graph structure that are predictive of individual as well as group performance. The major contributions of the paper are as follows.
First, we employ and rigorously analyze running consensus algorithms for distributed cooperative estimation of mean reward at each arm, and we derive bounds on key quantities.
Second, we propose and thoroughly analyze the coop-UCB2 algorithm for the multi-agent MAB problem under the unconstrained reward model and sub-Gaussian reward distributions.
Third, we propose and thoroughly analyze the coop-UCB2selective-learning algorithm for the multi-agent MAB problem under the constrained reward model and sub-Gaussian reward distributions.
Fourth, we utilize the derived bounds on the decision-making performance of the group to introduce a novel graph exploreexploit index that predicts the ordering of graphs in terms of group explore-exploit performance and a novel nodal exploreexploit centrality index as a function of an agent's location in a graph that predicts the ordering of agents in terms of individual explore-exploit performance. We illustrate the effectiveness of these indices with simulations.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the multi-agent MAB problem studied in this paper and introduce some background material. In Section 3 we present and analyze the cooperative estimation algorithm. We propose and analyze the coop-UCB2 algorithm in Section 4 and the coop-UCB2-selective-learning algorithm in Section 5. We illustrate our analytic results with numerical examples in Section 6. We conclude in Section 7.
Problem Description
We consider a distributed multi-agent MAB problem in which M agents make sequential choices among the same set of N arms with the goal of maximizing their individual reward. The M agents cooperate by sharing their estimates over a bi-directional communication network. The network is modeled by an undirected graph G in which each node represents a decision-making agent and edges represent the communication links between them [23] . Let A ∈ R M×M be the adjacency matrix associated with G and L ∈ R M×M the corresponding Laplacian matrix. We assume that the graph G is connected, i.e., there exists a path between every pair of nodes.
Let the reward associated with arm i ∈ {1, . . . , N} be a stationary random variable with an unknown mean m i . Using its local information, each agent k ∈ {1, . . . , M} selects arm i k (t) at time t ∈ {1, . . . , T }, where T ∈ N is the time horizon.
We study two reward models that determine how the reward associated with arm i k (t) is received by agent k. In the unconstrained reward model, agent k receives a reward equal to the realized value of the reward at arm i k (t), irrespective of the choices of the other agents. In the constrained reward model, agent k receives a reward equal to the realized value of the reward at arm i k (t), only if it is the only agent to select arm i k (t) at time t; otherwise it receives no reward.
The objective of the distributed cooperative multi-agent MAB problem is to maximize the expected cumulative group reward. This objective is equivalent to minimizing the expected cumulative group regret defined by the difference be-
holds asymptotically as T → +∞ for any suboptimal arm i O * M [8] . Thus, the asymptotic regret of the fusion center satisfies 1 We rely on the assumption that m b i m b j for all i, j for the constrained reward model; it can be relaxed for the unconstrained reward model. Note that the expected regret under the constrained reward model is higher if multiple agents select the same arm. Thus, the above lower bound holds even if agents themselves make arm selections instead of being assigned an arm by the fusion center. The situation in which multiple agents select the same arm is referred to as a collision.
Our objective in this paper is to design a distributed cooperative algorithm estimating mean reward at each arm and a decision-making algorithm for each agent that yields expected cumulative group regret close to that of a centralized fusion center. We consider rewards drawn from a sub-Gaussian distribution.
Sub-Gaussian distributions include Bernoulli, uniform, and Gaussian distributions, and distributions with bounded support.
Cooperative Estimation of Mean Rewards
In this section we study cooperative estimation of mean rewards at each arm. We propose two running (dynamic) consensus algorithms [25, 26] for each arm and analyze performance.
Cooperative Estimation Algorithm
For distributed cooperative estimation of the mean reward at each arm i, we propose two running consensus algorithms: (i) for estimation of total reward provided at arm i, and (ii) for estimation of the total number of times arm i has been sampled.
Letŝ k i (t) be agent k's estimate of the total reward provided at arm i until time t per unit agent. Letn k i (t) be agent k's estimate of the total number of times arm i has been selected until time t per unit agent. Recall that i k (t) is the arm sampled by agent k at time t and let ξ k i (t) = 1(i k (t) = i). 1(·) is the indicator function, here equal to 1 if i k (t) = i and 0 otherwise. For all i and k, we define r k i (t) as the realized reward at arm i for agent k at time t, which is a random variable sampled from a sub-Gaussian distribution. The corresponding reward received by agent k at time t is r k (t) = r k i (t) · 1(i k (t) = i). The estimatesŝ k i (t) andn k i (t) are updated using running consensus as followsn
andŝ
wheren i (t),ŝ i (t), ξ i (t), and r i (t) are vectors ofn k i (t),ŝ k i (t), ξ k i (t), and r k i (t) · 1(i k (t) = i), k ∈ {1, . . . , M}, respectively; P is a row stochastic matrix given by
I M is the identity matrix of order M, κ ∈ (0, 1] is a step size parameter [26] , d max = max{deg(i) | i ∈ {1, . . . , M}}, and deg(i) is the degree of node i. In the following, we assume without loss of generality, that the eigenvalues of P are ordered such that
In the running consensus updates (7) and (8), each agent k collects information ξ k i (t) and r k (t) at time t, adds it to its current opinion, and then averages its updated opinion with the updated opinion of its neighbors.
Usingŝ k i (t) andn k i (t), agent k can calculateμ k i (t), the estimated empirical mean of arm i at time t defined bŷ
Analysis of the Cooperative Estimation Algorithm
We now analyze the performance of the estimation algorithm defined by (7) (8) and (10) . Let n cent
be the total number of times arm i has been selected per unit agent until time t, and let s cent
be the total reward provided at arm i per unit agent until time t. Also, let u i be the eigenvector corresponding to λ i , u d i the d-th entry of u i . We define the graph exploreexploit index n as
Note that λ 1 = 1 and
where ν max p j = max {|ν -sum p j |, ν +sum p j }. We define the nodal exploreexploit centrality index k c for node k as
We note that both n and k c depend only on the topology of the communication graph. Yet they predict distributed cooperative estimation performance, as we show next, and exploreexploit performance, as we show in subsequent sections.
Proposition 1 (Performance of cooperative estimation). For the distributed estimation algorithm defined in (7) , (8) and (10), and a doubly stochastic matrix P defined in (9), the following statements hold:
(ii). the following inequality holds for the estimaten k i (t) and the sequence {ξ j i (τ)} τ∈{1,...,t} , j ∈ {1, . . . , M}:
Proof. We begin with statement (i). From (7) it follows that
To get (i), we bound the k-th entry of the second term of (14):
We now analyze the first term of (15):
Bounds in (16) establish the second statement.
We now derive concentration bounds for the estimated mean computed with the cooperative estimation algorithm. Standard concentration inequalities, such as the Chernoff-Hoeffding inequality, rely on the sample size being independent of the realized values of samples. In the context of MABs, the arm selected at time t depends on the rewards accrued at previous times. This makes the number of times an arm is sampled and the total reward accrued at that arm dependent random variables. For the case of a single player, the specific kind of dependence between these random variables that occurs in MAB problems is leveraged to derive a concentration inequality in [27] . In the following, we extend this concentration inequality to the distributed estimation algorithm studied here.
Theorem 1 (Concentration bounds for the mean estimator).
For the estimatesŝ k i (t) andn k i (t) obtained using (7) and (8) given rewards drawn from a sub-Gaussian distribution as defined in Definition 1, the following concentration inequality holds: 16 ), and n and k c are defined in (11) and (13), respectively.
Proof. We begin by noting thatŝ k i (t) can be decomposed aŝ
It follows from (18) and (19) that for any Θ > 0
and the second-to-last equality follows using the fact that, conditioned on F t−1 , ξ j i (t) is a deterministic variable and r j i (t) are i.i.d. for each j ∈ {1, . . . , M}. The last equality follows since ξ j i (t) is binary and the two expressions are the same for
Using the above argument recursively with s k i (0) = 0, we obtain
For sub-Gaussian random variables φ i (β) ≤ βm i + 1 2 σ 2 g β 2 , thus
where the last inequality follows from the second statement of Proposition 1. Now using the Markov inequality, we obtain
5
The right side of (21) contains a random variablen k i (t) that is dependent on the random variable on the left side. Therefore, we use union bounds onn k i (t) to obtain the desired concentration inequality. To do so, consider an exponentially increasing sequence of time indices
ln(1+η) and η > 0. For every h ∈ {1, . . . , D}, define
where the second-to-last inequality follows from the fact that for a, b > 0, the function → a+ b+ + b+ a+ with domain R ≥0 is monotonically non-increasing, and the last inequality follows from the fact that for η > 0, the function
achieves its maximum at either of the boundaries. Applying union bounds on D possible values of h and using (23) for
Setting σ g a 2 (1 + η)
It can be verified using Taylor series expansion that 4 (1 + η)
Therefore, it holds that
Cooperative Decision Making under Unconstrained Reward Model
In this section, we extend the UCB algorithm [28] , for singleagent decision making among arms, to design decision making in the distributed cooperative setting in which a group of M agents communicate with one another over a network with fixed graph. At every time t, each agent k updates its estimates of the mean rewards at each arm i according to the cooperative estimation algorithm of Section 3. Then each agent chooses an arm to maximize its own individual reward. We consider the case of unconstrained sub-Gaussian rewards here and the case of constrained sub-Gaussian rewards in Section 5.
Intuitively, each agent will perform better with communication than without. However, the extent of the performance advantage of each agent and the group as whole, as a result of communication, depends on the network structure. We compute bounds on group performance by computing bounds on the expected group cumulative regret, and we show how the bounds depend on graph explore-exploit index n and nodal exploreexploit centrality indices k c , k = 1, . . . , M.
The coop-UCB2 Algorithm
The coop-UCB2 algorithm is initialized by each agent sampling each arm once and proceeds as follows. At time t each agent k selects the arm with maximum Q k
for sub-Gaussian rewards. Here, f (t) is an increasing sublogarthmic function of t, γ > 1, η ∈ (0, 4), and G(η) = 1 − η 2 16 . Then, at each time t, each agent k updates its cooperative estimate of the mean reward at each arm using the distributed cooperative estimation algorithm described in (8) (9) (10) . Note that the heuristic Q k i requires agent k to know the total number of agents M but nothing about the graph structure. 
is a constant independent of T and t † k = f −1 ( k c ).
Proof. We proceed similarly to [28] . The number of selections of a suboptimal arm i by all agents until time T is
where A > 0 is a constant that will be chosen later. At a given time t + 1 an individual agent k will choose a suboptimal arm only if Q k i (t) ≥ Q k i * (t). For this condition to be true at least one of the following three conditions must hold:
We now bound the probability that (27) holds using Theorem 1:
It also follows analogously that
We now examine the event (29) .
The quadratic equation (30) can be solved to find its roots, and if n i (t) is greater than the larger root the inequality will never hold. Solving the quadratic equation (30), we obtain that event (29) does not hold if
ln T . It follows from monotonicity of f (t) and ln(t) and statement (i) of Proposition 1 that event (29) does not hold if Mn cent i (t) > A. Therefore, from (26) 
The maximum between M and A is chosen in the first line above to account for the M selections of the i-th arm during the initialization phase. This completes the proof.
Corollary 1 (Regret of the coop-UCB2 Algorithm). For the coop-UCB2 algorithm and the distributed cooperative multiagent MAB problem under the unconstrained reward model with sub-Gaussian rewards, the expected cumulative group regret until time T satisfies
Proof. The corollary follows by substituting the upper bound in M k=1 E[n k i (T )] into the expression (1) for the expected cumulative group regret.
Remark 1 (Asymptotic Regret for coop-UCB2). In the limit t → +∞, f (t) ln(t) → 0 + , η → 0, and
We thus recover the upper bound on regret for a centralized fusion center as given in (3) within a constant factor. Remark 2 (Predicting Relative Performance from Network Graph Topology). Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 provide bounds on the performance of the group as a function of the graph structure, as measured by the group explore-exploit index n and nodal explore-exploit centrality indices k c . While the logarithmic term in the upper bound on group performance is independent of graph structure, the sublogarithmic term L, given in (25) , depends on n and k c . Our theory predicts that the performance of a group is better for a network with smaller n , since a smaller n implies a smaller upper bound on expected cumulative group regret. Likewise, our theory predicts that the performance of individual agent j is better than the performance of individual agent l if j c < l c , since a smaller k c implies a smaller contribution from agent k to the upper bound on expected cumulative group regret. These predictions rely on the bounds being sufficiently tight; we illustrate the usefulness of the predictions with simulations in Section 6.
Cooperative Decision Making Under Constrained Reward Model
In this section we extend our analyses in Section 4 to the case of the constrained reward model 2 . In this setting the optimal solution in terms of group regret is for the M agents to each sample a different arm from among the M-best arms at every time t. Recall that O * k is the set of k-best arms. Let ∆ min = min{|m i − m j | | i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N}, i j}. In the following, we assume that each agent k has a preassigned unique rank ω k ∈ {1, . . . , M} and will attempt to sample the arm with the ω k -th best reward. Without loss of generality, we assume that ω k = k. We define agent k i as the index of the agent attempting to sample arm i ∈ O * M . We let k i = 0 if i O * M . Therefore, the expected cumulative regret of agent k at time T is
where I k i (t) = 1 if agent k is the only agent to sample arm i at time t, and 0 otherwise.
In the following, we assume that while agents do not receive any reward if they sample the same arm, they still have access to the value of the reward they did not receive and they can use it in updating their estimates of the mean rewards.
The coop-UCB2-selective-learning Algorithm
In this section, we present the coop-UCB2-selective-learning algorithm in which agent k selectively targets the k-th best arm. The coop-UCB2-selective-learning algorithm for sub-Gaussian rewards is initialized by each agent sampling each arm once in a round-robin fashion with agent k begining the sampling with the k-th arm. At each time t, each agent k updates its cooperative estimate of the mean reward at each arm using the distributed cooperative estimation algorithm described in (8)- (10) .
Subsequently, at time t, each agent k estimates O * k by constructing the set O k (t) containing k arms associated with the indices of the k highest values in the set {Q k
f (t) is an increasing sublogarthmic function of t, γ > 1, η ∈ (0, 4), and G(η) = 1 − η 2 16 . Each agent k then selects the arm associated with the minimum value in the set {W k
Our algorithm generalizes the selective-learning algorithm for multi-agent MABs with no communication among agents proposed in [15] to the case of communicating agents.
Analysis of the coop-UCB2-selective-learning Algorithm
We first bound the number of times an arm i is incorrectly selected. We call the selection of arm i ∈ O * M incorrect if it is selected by an agent k k i . Any selection of arm i O * M is incorrect. Letn k i (t) be the number of incorrect selections of arm i until time t.
Theorem 3 (Upper Bound on Incorrect Selections for coop-UCB2-selective-learning Algorithm). For the coop-UCB2-selective-learning algorithm and the distributed cooperative multi-agent MAB problem under the constrained reward model with sub-Gaussian rewards, the number of times an arm i is incorrectly selected by all agent until time T satisfies
is a constant independent of T and t † k = f −1 ( k c ). 8
Proof. We begin by noting that
where A is a constant that will be chosen later. In the case where m i < m b k , agent k picking arm i implies that there exists an arm j ∈ O * k such that j O k (t). Therefore, the following holds:
As in Theorem 2, Q k i (t − 1) ≥ Q k j (t − 1) implies that at least one of the following three conditions must hold for any j ∈ O * k :
The first two equations are bounded using Theorem 1 as in Theorem 2. The third equation is equivalent to
which, as in the proof of Theorem 2, does not hold if
Therefore, for
does not hold. This results in
We now examine the second part of (34) when m i ≥ m b k and split the conditional as
The two indicator functions in (39) can be combined as follows
For W k i (t) ≤ W k j (t) to be true, at least one of the following must hold:μ
(41) and (42) can be bounded using Theorem 1. As before, (43) never holds due to our choice of A. Similarly to (38) this gives
Using (34), (38), and (44) and accounting for the selections of arm i during the initialization as in the proof of Theorem 2, we obtain the bound in the theorem statement.
Corollary 2 (Regret of the coop-UCB2-selective-learning Algorithm). For the coop-UCB2-selective-learning algorithm and the distributed cooperative multi-agent MAB problem under the constrained reward model with sub-Gaussian rewards, the expected cumulative regret of the group satisfies
Proof. As in [15] , agent k incurs regret either by selecting an arm i b k or when another user j k selects arm b k . Therefore,
completing the proof. Note that in the limit η → 0 + and γ → 1 + , this is a factor of 4M tighter than the bounds in [15] , demonstrating the benefits of communication between agents.
Remark 4 (Predicting Relative Performance from Network Graph Topology for Constrained Reward Model). Theorem 3 and Corollary 2 predict the performance of the group as a function of the graph structure for the constrained reward model just as described for the unconstrained reward model in Remark 2, sinceL given in (33) has the same form as L given in (25).
Numerical Illustrations
In this section, we illustrate our theoretical analyses from the previous sections with numerical examples. We first provide examples in which the ordering of the performance of nodes obtained through numerical simulations is as predicted by the ordering of the nodal explore-exploit centrality indices, as discussed in Remarks 2 and 4. That is, a smaller k c predicts better performance for agent k. We then provide examples in which the ordering over networks of the performance of a group of agents is as predicted by the ordering over networks of the graph explore-exploit index, as discussed Remark 2 and 4. That is, a smaller n predicts better performance for the group with the corresponding network graph.
Unless otherwise noted in the simulations we consider a 10arm bandit problem with mean rewards drawn from a normal random distribution for each Monte-Carlo run with mean 0 and standard deviation 10. The sampling standard deviation is σ s = 30 and the results displayed are the average of 10 6 Monte-Carlo runs. These parameters were selected to give illustrative results within the displayed time horizon, but the relevant conclusions hold across a wide range of parameter values. In the simulations f (t) = √ ln t, and consensus matrix P is as in (9) with κ = d max d max −1 .
Validation of Relative Performance of Agents as Predicted
by Nodal Explore-Exploit Centrality Index k c Example 1. Figure 1 demonstrates the ordering of performance among agents using coop-UCB2 with the underlying graph structure in Table 1 . The values of k c for each node are also given in Table 1 Example 2. Figure 2 demonstrates the ordering of performance among agents using coop-UCB2 with the underlying graph structure in Table 2 . Rewards are drawn from a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 5. The values of k c for each node are also given in Table 2 , along with the values of degree and information centrality for each node [29] , for comparison. Degree centrality for a node is defined as the number of neighbors. Information centrality, defined in Stephenson and Zelen [30] , is a nodal measure of the "effective resistance" between the node and every other node in the network. Table 2 .
For this example, degree centrality does not distinguish agent 5 from agents 3 and 4, whereas k c (and information centrality) does. Further, according to information centrality, which is larger the more central the node, node 5 is less information central than nodes 3 and 4. In contrast, according to k c , which is smaller the more central the node, node 5 is more exploreexploit central than nodes 3 and 4.
As in the prior example, the simulation results of Figure 2 validate the prediction of Theorem 2 (Remark 2) that the ordering of agents by performance, as measured by expected cumulative regret, is the same as the ordering of agents by nodal explore-exploit centrality index k c , with smaller k c corresponding to lower regret. In contrast, for this example, the ordering of agents by degree or information centrality do not predict the ordering of agents by performance.
We note that we have found some parameter regimes, specifically for rewards that are far apart in mean value, where information centrality does give the correct ordering of performance, rather than k c . It is possible that this is due to sensitivity of performance to the ∆ i . However, we have observed that k c is broadly predictive of performance for a variety of regimes and network graphs, as further demonstrated in Example 3.
Example 3. We now explore the effect of k c on the performance of an agent in an Erdös-Réyni (ER) random graph. ER graphs are a widely used class of random graphs where any two agents are connected with a given probability ρ [31] . Consider a set of 10 agents communicating according to an ER graph and using the coop-UCB2 algorithm. We consider 100 connected ER graphs, and for each ER graph we compute the expected cumulative regret of agents using 1000 Monte-Carlo simulations with ρ = ln(10)/10. in Figure 3 , we show the the expected cumulative regret at time t = 500 of each agent as a function of normalized k c . The plot shows that performance is directly related to k c , with performance increasing as k c decreases. Table 3 : Fixed networks used in Example 4 arranged in order of increasing value of n . Values of n are calculated using P as in (9) and κ = 0.02. A indicates that this is the best performing agent(s) in the graph as determined in the simulations. Every agent uses the same algorithm.
Example 4. Figure 4 compares the expected cumulative regret averaged over all agents in each of the five graphs in Table 3 , where agents use coop-UCB2. The value of n is shown in Table  3 for each graph. Theorem 2 predicts that graphs with lower n will have lower average expected cumulative regret. Here we use two arms and κ = 0.02. Figure 4 verifies this prediction, showing the the ordering of graphs by performance is equal to the ordering of graphs by the graph explore-exploit index n . Figure 5 compares the expected cumulative regret for the best performing agent(s) in each of the five graphs in Table  3 . Note that the central agent in the star graph outperforms the best agent in the all-to-all graph despite the star graph's poor group performance. This indicates that the four peripheral agents are doing most of the exploration. The stark difference in the propensity to explore between the central and peripheral agents in the star graph demonstrates that regret accumulation for different agents could be controlled by design of the communication graph structure. Table 3 .
Final Remarks
We have used a distributed multi-agent MAB problem to explore cooperative decision making under uncertainty for networks of agents. Each agent makes choices among arms to maximize its own individual reward but cooperates with others in the group by communicating its estimates across the network. We considered both an unconstrained reward model, in which agents are not penalized if they choose the same arm at the same time, and a constrained reward model, in which agents that choose the same arm at the same time receive no reward.
We designed an algorithm for distributed cooperative estimation of mean reward at each arm. Building on this, we designed the coop-UCB2 and coop-UCB2-selective-learning algorithms for the unconstrained and contrained reward models, respectively. These are distributed algorithms that enable agents to leverage the information shared by neighbors in their decision making, without requiring that agents to know the network graph structure. We proved bounds on performance, showing logarithmic expected cumulative group regret, close to that of a centralized fusion center, for both reward models.
From the bounds on regret, we defined a novel graph exploreexploit index and nodal explore-exploit centrality index, which depend only on the network graph topology. The group index predicts the ordering by performance of network graphs and the nodal index predicts the ordering by performance of the nodes.
